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the information that is distributed by test administration board aims at
providing transparency the test configuration, test time, and format. in this
particular case, the konkur examination, such information is always published,
disambiguated, and clarified. it is believed that the content presented in the
textbooks would suffice mainly the needs of some students and for achieving
higher ranks in the konkur and having a good command of english; a
supplementary sources are needed which fundamentally differ among the
students of different schools and regions and this hidden syllabus is never
determined and there is no consensus about it (salehi & zamanian, 2012 ). on
top of that, for those countries where pma entrance exam reviewer pdf
download as attachment, the employers can even get the detailed list of
candidates who meet their employment requirements. the candidates can be
considered in the order of their registrations, and they can be considered as on-
rank or off-rank candidates (greco et al, 2007). because of the diversity of test
formats, the process of developing a test is quite challenging and highly time
consuming. in addition to its restrictions on the score distribution, the lack of
consistency in the exam formats, and the difficulty of examining the test, the
konkur examination also faces two additional problems which may limit its
validity and feasibility. the first problem is that it is a subjective test. with a
subjective test, the participants are not given the correct answer, but given a
series of choices. this means that the participants are not given a real,
objective and measurable score. this is especially troublesome with the konkur
examination because the students are given a choice of answers and they must
choose the one that is best (greco et al, 2007).
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you can find the test pamphlet that is distributed among the participants in four
codes (a, b, c, d). all pamphlets, even in different codes, present the same

questions, the same sub-sections, and the same sequence of sub-sections; the
only difference in these codes is either the sequence of items or the sequences

of the options for items form one person to another. that is,althoughthe
examinees answer the same questions, theyreceive the questionsin diffrent
orders. the time of administration is 105 mins. all items are dichotomously
scored. a correction for guessing is also applied whereby,three incorrect

answers wouldremove one of the correct answers. the number of the questions
is 70 presented in sub-sections, namely, grammar (10 items), vocabulary (15
items), sentence structure (5 items), language functions (10 items), cloze test
(15 items), and reading comprehension presented as three separate texts (15

items). log into facebook to continue. access your account. after the pnpa
examination in march 2021, all successful examinees will be required to

undergo the newly introduced pnpa neuro-psychiatric (pnp) entrance exam
(pne) in june 2021, which is the first step towards their promotion to the rank of
sergeant. the pne will be given at different testing centers nationwide. the pne
will be administered on june 7 and 8, 2021. checking for the right candidate will

be conducted on the day of the test. successful examinees are required to
provide a valid id, three (3) completed application form (one copy each of

applicant, guardian, and teacher) or a medical certificate from a physician, and
a photocopy of their birth certificate. all successful candidates will be issued an
id card, which is to be kept by the candidate during the entire term of his/her
appointment. the candidate will also receive a merit certificate bearing his/her

name. the application deadline is march 1, 2021. 5ec8ef588b
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